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research) that have occurred since that time, Moloney has
produced a completely rewritten version of the original. It
attempts, without the use of technical language, to inform
beginners about developments in scientific approaches in
order to deepen their appreciation for the work of scholars
as well as to enhance their grasp of the Gospels themselves.
After a general introduction, Moloney devotes two chapters
to each of the Gospels. The first expounds general issues; the
second comments upon a specific text in the chosen Gospel.
As an example, after an extensive survey of the text and
possible interpretations, Moloney finds Eucharistic overtones
in John 6. A concluding chapter defines and illustrates the
various modern approaches to Gospel criticism: source, form,
redaction, narrative. Intended readers will find this volume
helpful, though to appreciate its value they should read it
from cover to cover; because of its structure and personal
nature, it does not lend itself to browsing or random searching.
Casimir Bernas
Holy Trinity Abbey
UNDERSTANDING MATTHEW: THE EARLY
CHRISTIAN WORLDVIEW OF THE FIRST GOSPEL.
By Stephen Westerholm. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic,
2006. Pp. 160. $16.99, ISBN 0-8010-2738-1.
Writing in the spirit of D. Bonhoeffer, Westerholm
approaches Matthew’s Gospel in order to know “what Jesus
wants.” He admits there are other ways of reading this and
any Gospel: as a sociologist, as a linguist, or out of mere
curiosity. The danger is that with the passage of time the
Gospel message has become overlaid with “incomprehensi-
ble sermons,” “harsh laws,” and “human institutions.” Reli-
gion has been formed by history and takes place within
history. It reflects its cultural background. All this must be
kept in mind when reading Matthew and attempting to
understand his message. Westerholm’s study is brief but
thought-provoking. It is extremely readable and by no means
boring. It is not a line-by-line commentary, but a series of
reflections on aspects of Matthew whose content is seen in
the titles of the chapters: worldviews and perspectives; don’t
worry or be afraid; a dialog with the Almighty; the dawn of
a new Age; the Lord and life of the disciple (Bonhoeffer’s
discipleship). For Westerholm, the story of Jesus in Matthew
warns against those who would only play at religion in order
to avoid the real demands of God. Open Westerholm’s slim
treatise at random and a telling phrase will leap from the
page. This is biblical popularization at its best.
Casimir Bernas
Holy Trinity Abbey
MARK’S GOSPEL: LECTURES AND LESSONS. By
Garrett C. Kenney. Lanham, MD: University Press of Amer-
ica, 2007. Pp. 136. $22.95, ISBN 0-7618-3709-4.
Assuming an undergraduate biblical literature course,
Kenney introduces English majors to different interpretative
approaches through a detailed study of Mark, called “Les-
sons.” These “Lessons” invite students to interpret Mark
themselves through close readings. The different interpreta-
tions arise largely from these students’ differing theological
presuppositions. Eight “Lectures” provide theological (lec-
tures one and eight), historical (lecture two), and compara-
tive literature (lectures six and seven) foundations for the
“Lessons,” as well as a literary overview of Mark’s genre
(including embedded, largely form-critical, genres), struc-
ture (gradually concealing and then revealing Jesus’s iden-
tity), and themes (one knows Jesus’s identity only at the foot
of the cross) (lectures three through five). As he recognizes,
Kenney charts no new ground in Mark’s interpretation—with
the possible exception of his interpretation of 15:37-38 as a
giving of the spirit and an exorcism of YHWH from the
Temple. Curiously, the work does not interact with classic
literary analyses of Mark (like those of Kermode, Rhoads and
Michie, etc.).
Richard Walsh
Methodist University
JOHN: STORYTELLER, INTERPRETER, EVANGE-
LIST. By Warren Carter. Peabody, MS: Hendrickson
Publishers, 2006. Pp. xvi + 264. $19.95, ISBN 978-1-56563-
523-4.
In this new and readable introduction to the Gospel of
John, Carter guides the reader through a thoughtful consid-
eration of important interpretive issues. In Part One, the first
six chapters present helpful treatments of: John’s genre as
an ancient revelatory biography; John’s plot featuring
responses to Jesus as the revelatory agent of God; John’s
characters as conveyors of and responders to revelation;
John’s distinctive dualism; and John’s rhetoric. Part Two
of Carter’s book outlines John’s interpretive approach to
Scripture and other traditions and provides a brief survey of
approaches to the history of the Johannine situation. Espe-
cially valuable is his developing of the impact of the Roman
presence under Domitian upon the Johannine situation.
Part Three outlines the work of the evangelist, beginning
with the authorship and composition of John, and concluding
with its message and reading it in a pluralistic world. Few
new judgments are made, but the overall approach is help-
ful, posing a fair and useful treatment of recent Johannine
approaches and of many important issues.
Paul N. Anderson
George Fox University
THE SEARCH FOR ULTIMATE REALITY: INTER-
TEXTUALITY BETWEEN THE GENESIS AND
JOHANNINE PROLOGUES. By Dan Lioy. Studies in Bib-
lical Literature, 93. New York: Peter Lang, 2005. Pp. 223.
$65.95, ISBN 978-0-8204-8121-0.
In a rare combination of interdisciplinary approaches,
Lioy analyzes the prologues of Genesis and John in the light
of the search for ultimate reality. Beginning with critiques
of approaches to ultimate reality, Lioy engages his task in
an “analytical, integrative, and thematic fashion.” An analy-
sis of Gen 1:1-2:3 exposes a polemical diatribe against the
